TeeZee

Luminaires for Armstrong TechZoneTM Ceiling system

illuminating the TechZone

TM

breaking away from the 'grids'
Wider and bigger ceiling tiles, clean and uncluttered looks and a modern systematic integration of required
service elements; have made TechZoneTM ceilings highly popular and moreover a designer preference.
Wipro Lighting brings you a range of luminaires specially designed for these systems ranging from advanced LED
technology to efficient T5 lamps. Blending perfectly with the aesthetic features of the ceilings, these luminaires
deliver high performance and energy efficiency and bring out the best in modern workspaces.

delivering value in every aspect
wide range helps you to choose as per your need

§
flexible integrated solution

§
monolithic ceilings

TechZone allows architects, space and lighting designers to configure

Constructed with a purpose to maintain minimum grid visibility

all the service elements such as lighting luminaires, air conditioning,

in the workspaces, TeeZee helps create an uninterrupted, wider

air diffusers, sound systems and more, in a linear format. TeeZee linear

and cleaner look in the interiors with good quality lighting.

format is not only aesthetic but also offers a quick access and
easy maintenance.

§
unique environment

§
thoughtful

Designed in a slim and stunning profile, TeeZee blends well

TeeZee linear pattern allows a complete freedom to design the spaces

with the urban architecture. Combining aesthetics with efficiency,

meeting your tastes and requirements. It offers flexibility to adjust your

these luminaires illuminate impressively to compose a workspace into

lighting layouts along with the furniture and seating layouts creating a

a pleasant and positive environment, making it look distinctive.

seamless ambience in the workspaces.
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achieving the technology edge
It’s a bright new world, with futuristic LED technology that has become the
essence of lighting. LEDs have transformed the traditional workspaces into a more
contemporary, sustainable and vibrant spaces. TeeZee LED luminaire is an efficient
and eco-sustainable solution that imbibes the inherent benefits of LEDs and also
addresses the need of good quality lighting in new age offices.

Advanced engineering combined with uniform illumination
through High Efficiency Translucence (HET) with a pure design
aesthetic for new user experience

SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION

?
High power, high efficiency LEDs

?
Recess

?
White powder coated finish CRCA housing with extruded aluminium lip
?
Special translucent satin finish virgin PMMA Diffuser

for mounting with the help of 02 nos. of GI hook

up wires

?
LED driver duly wired up to the terminal block
?
Designed and manufactured to comply with IS 10322 part 5/Sec 1 1987

DIMENSION DRAWING

All dimensions are in mm.Tolerance + 2mm
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Excellent luminaire design along with
efficiency of LEDs contribute to 50%
energy savings

Specially designed indigenous LED
driver, combined with excellent thermal
management makes LED luminaires
virtually maintenance free

long service life

green lighting solution

The lamp life of standard incandescent lamp is
1000 hrs and fluorescent lamp is 9000 burning
hours.In comparison to the conventional lamps
LEDs last for 50,000 burning hours without
causing any failures or burnouts delivering a long
service life

LEDs do not have any mercury, nor does it
emit any UV or IR rays and does not require
any specialized disposable system that makes
LEDs an eco sustainable lighting solution
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Cutout: 1178mm x 133mm
145

energy savings upto 50%

APPLICATIONS

81

133

LEDs, an innovation, an advantage

mounted luminaire suitable for Armstrong
TechZoneTM ceiling

?
Provision

?
Specially designed indigenous LED driver
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LUMINAIRE WATTAGE (W)

RATED VOLTAGE (V)

29

240

MAINS CURRENT (A)

0.134

APPROX. WEIGHT (Kg)

3.2

CASE LOT (IN NOS.)
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achieving the technology edge

creating a difference

It’s a bright new world, with futuristic LED technology that has become the

TeeZee T5 – More than mere illumination, lighting plays a pivotal role in
transforming a space by giving it a character and making it more lively and
attractive. TeeZee T5 offers an option of diffuser and double parabolic louvers
which allows architects and space designers to experiment with light.

essence of lighting. LEDs have transformed the traditional workspaces into a more
contemporary, sustainable and vibrant spaces. TeeZee LED luminaire is an efficient
and eco-sustainable solution that imbibes the inherent benefits of LEDs and also
addresses the need of good quality lighting in new age offices.

TZ LED | LM 35
Advanced engineering combined with uniform illumination
through High Efficiency Translucence (HET) with a pure design
aesthetic for new user experience

INSTALLATION

?
High power, high efficiency LEDs

?
Recess

?
White powder coated finish CRCA housing with extruded aluminium lip
?
Special translucent satin finish virgin PMMA Diffuser

mounted luminaire suitable for Armstrong
TechZoneTM ceiling

?
Provision

for mounting with the help of 02 nos. of GI hook

?
Designed and manufactured to comply with IS 10322 part 5/Sec 1 1987

DIMENSION DRAWING

All dimensions are in mm.Tolerance + 2mm
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?
Staggered lamp arrangement for uniform illumination

HOSPITALS

29

RATED VOLTAGE (V)

240

MAINS CURRENT (A)

0.134

3.2

02

?
Provision for mounting with the help of 2 nos. of 19mm dia conduits

?
Special wishbone mechanism for fixing louvre systems

CONTROL GEAR OPTIONS

?
Electronic ballast and accessories, pre-wired upto terminal block
?
Suitable for Armstrong Techzone/POP modular ceiling

?
Digital electronic control gear with Active Power Factor correction (SGA)

?
Conforms to IS 10322/Part 5/ Sec.1: 1987

DIMENSION DRAWING

APPLICATIONS

CAT. NO

GCF 45128 SGW
GCF 45228 SGW

Electronic control gear (SGW)
?
?
Digital electronic control gear with Active Power Factor correction (SGA)

?
Dimmable control gear

DIMENSION DRAWING
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CONTROL GEAR OPTION

?
Dimmable control gear

1178
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CASE LOT (IN NOS.)

?
Specially designed pre-anodized super high purity aluminium reflector

?
Electronic control gear (SGW)

145

APPROX. WEIGHT (Kg)

INSTALLATION
Recess mounted luminaire suitable for Armstrong TechZoneTM ceiling
?

?
Double parabolic cross louvers system
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Cutout: 1171mm x 126mm
All dimensions are in mm.Tolerance + 2mm
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ELECTRICAL DATA

ELECTRICAL DATA
LUMINAIRE WATTAGE (W)

SPECIFICATIONS
?
CRCA powder coated white housing

for control gear tray
?
Electronic control gear duly wired up to the terminal block
?
Designed and manufactured to comply with IS 10322 part 5/Sec 1 1987

Cutout: 1178mm x 133mm
All dimensions are in mm.Tolerance + 2mm

ELECTRICAL DATA
CAT. NO

ceiling
?
Provision for mounting with the help of 02 nos. of GI hook up wires

81
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?
Special translucent satin finish virgin PMMA ribbed diffuser

133

Cutout: 1178mm x 133mm
145

INSTALLATION
?
Recess mounted luminaire suitable for Armstrong TechZone

1178

81

133

APPLICATIONS

Double parabolic louvres ensures best optical
performance and an energy efficient lighting solution

SPECIFICATIONS

?
Specially designed, tool free maintenance, quarter turn locking system

?
LED driver duly wired up to the terminal block

Special translucent ribbed diffuser provides soft,
glare-free and uniform light distribution

?
Silver colour powder coated finish CRCA housing with extruded

aluminium lip

up wires

?
Specially designed indigenous LED driver

TZ T5 | WVF 23

95

SPECIFICATIONS

TZ T5 | GCF 45

LAMP

1 X 28W FTL (T5)
2 x 28W FTL (T5)

RATED VOLTAGE (V)

240
240

MAINS CURRENT (A)

0.13
0.26

APPROX. WEIGHT (Kg)

3.5
3.6

CASE LOT (IN NOS.)

04
04

CAT. NO

WVF 23128 SGW
WVF 23228 SGW

LAMP

RATED VOLTAGE (V)

1 X 28W FTL (T5)
2 x 28W FTL (T5)

240
240

MAINS CURRENT (A)

0.13
0.26

APPROX. WEIGHT (Kg)

3.3
3.5

CASE LOT (IN NOS.)
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02

indoor & outdoor lighting solutions

Wipro Lighting Advantage
Innovative lighting solutions for indoor applications through:
Energy saving solutions with latest international technologies
Capability to service multi-locational accounts
Service commitment: 35 branches and over 300 dedicated stockists
Ease of contact through website
Trustworthiness and Reliability of Wipro
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Related LED products

IrisLED

IrisLED SQ

SlimrisLED

SpherisLED

SquarisLED

Business Office:
Wipro Lighting, 5 floor, Godrej Eternia - C, old Pune-Mumbai road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411 005
Tel.: 020-66098700, Fax: 020-66098777. E-mail: helpdesk.lighting@wipro.com
Registered Office:
Wipro Enterprises Ltd.
#134, Doddakannelli, Sarjapur road, next to Wipro corporate office,
Bangalore – 560 035. India
New Delhi: 011/41708121/29, 9971117364, Mumbai: 022-67213755/9822192284, Bangalore: 080-41503260, 9986867682, Chennai: 044-600116/9903015566,
Kolkata: 033-44045886/87, 9831069725, Pune: 020-25510583/9011023836, Hyderabad: 040-27176082/965282121, Chandigarh: 0172-5018734/9814350562,
Ludhiana: 9216594049/9814350562, Karnal: 9814350562, Dehradun: 9814350562, Lucknow: 9807999009/9425072138, Patna: 9771414655/9831069725,
Guwahati: 9831069725, Jaipur: 7742725365/9898001521, Jodhpur: 9928211211/9898001521, Ahemdabad: 079-40073546/9898001521,
Baroda: 0265-2395830/9099924867/9898001521, Surat: 9925440019/9898001521, Rajkot: 9998057866/9898001521, Raipur: 0771-3265725/9881247167,
Indore: 0731-3299668/9425072138, Bhopal: 9425072138, Jabalpur: 9881247167, Jamsedpur: 8521448424/9831069725, Bhubaneshwar: 9903027514,
Vishakhapatnam: 9618456143/9652821212, Nagpur: 9881247167, Auragabad: 9881247167, Goa: 9538296651, Hubli: 9538296651, Mangalore: 9540522899,
Cochin: 9961464188, Coimbatore: 9655693535, Madurai: 9843948439

Innovation and Improvement are a way of life at Wipro. All rights reserved. Reproduction of this data in part or in whole without permission is
prohibited.Care has been taken to ensure that the information content within is correct. We reserve the right to modify the product without prior intimation.
All brand names / product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective owners.

www.wiprolighting.com

